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Origin of Oil Still Puzzle; 
Theories Plentiful However
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to 6It Pim Avenu* South. Great Valla, Montana Despite the fact that oil is every bit as essential to industry as 
food and water are to the powerhouse of the body, no one can yet 
definitely say ht\w crude petroleum was produced by nature, ac
cording to a recent article oy Frank B. Taylor, editor of the-Inde
pendent Monthly.

There are any number of theories 
about the origin of crude oil and 
natural gas. One of these, the most 
widely accepted, holds that oil re
sults from the dtem 
animal and vegetable 
posited in water-filled basins haany 
ages ago. Variations of this theory 
assume chemical and ph 
actions that developed U 
carbons we now use so w 
other theory answers the question 
by suggesting chemical reaction 
lietween hot volcanic gases and 
elements contained In the materials 
of the earth.

Some have offered the thought 
that oil is derived from heat and 
pressure acting on compounde of 
sulphur in the presence of water 
and carbon, the latter being one of 
earth’s most prevalent elements.
This theory is supported by the 
sulphur found in «injunction with 
so many crude oils and gases.

Other theories answer the in
teresting question with other sug
gestions. but ail lack definite proof 

we Öah be sure of, it is 
one of nature’s most valuable gifts, 
a medium of wealth and a supporter 
of better living.
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Service station sales of petroleum 

products have risen rapidly since 
the end of wartime rationing and 
now almost equal the 1M1 peak. In 
spite of the lessened number of 
cars in service.

THE REAL ISSUE DEFINED- tlon of 
tter deNo matter what theories one may believe regarding price control 

in Industries where production is inadequate to meet demand, the 
only possible reason for continuation of price control on the petro
leum refining industry is a disbelief in the competitive system. 
There was just as much reason, or better, lack of reason, for pr 
control on refining before the war as there is now. There will 
just as much reason, if any, one year from now, or 10 years from 
now. As I see it, the issue before the congress and the people is; 
Shall we have price control for control’s sake? If the answer Is yes, 
then we must be prepared to continue it indefinitely and to accept 
all that goes with it—rationing and black markets, wage fixing, 
quality deterioration, and all the other governmental actions and 
restrictions which are prevalent in a controlled economy.

I feel sure that this is not the answer of the American people 
and that the congress will reflect their real desire to return to a 
competitive economy where the consumer, and not a government 
bureau, tells the supplier whether or not his price and quality are 
satisfactory. The OPA has repeatedly assured industry and the 
public that they would eliminate price control whenever an industry 
could meet public demand, but they have not lived up to that prom
ise in our case.—Statement of Dr. Robert E. Wilson, of special com
mittee of American Petroleum Institute, before senate banking and 
currency committee, on the matter of OPA extension.
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A Montana oil operator who has 
never learned to read or write has 
managed nicely by signing his 
checks with two crosses. His banker 
called him recently. “How abolit 
this check here, It’s got thrfee 
crosses?”

“My wife has social ambitions," 
explained the operator. “She thinks 
I should have a middle name.”
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“You say," the judge asked the 
colored girl, “that this man prom
ised to marry you and didn’tb Have 
you anything in black-and-white to 
prove it?”

“No suh, your Honor. Jest black
is all.”

• « *
Demonstrating again the import

ance of the lowly comma is this 
telegram sent by a young wife to 
her husband:

“Not getting any, better come
home at once.9 9 9

"Doctor,” she said loudly, bounc
ing into the room, “I want you to

v frankly what’s wrong with
He surveyed her from head tö 

foot. “Madam,” he said at length, 
"I've just three things to tell you;

“First, your weight should be re
duced by nearly fifty pounds.

“Second, you should use about 
one-tenth as much rouge and lip
stick.

“And third, I’m an artist—the 
doctor lives on the next floor!”

A good story is the one of the 
Montana oil attorney who jour
neyed to California to try an im
portant case, promising to wire his 
partner the moment a decision was 
announced. At long last the wire 
came ancLit read, "Justice has tri
umphed.” The partner in Montana 
wired back, “Appeal at once.”

• • *
“What do the three balls In front 

of a pawnshop mean?”
“Two to one you don’t get it

back."
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HE KNEW HIS OIL ...

We refer to the seismologist who was in this office a 
year ago and who remarked casually that as far as he could 
see, Montana oil development was in about the same stage 
as that of Oklahoma 15 or 20 years ago. with the big action 
still to come.
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Since then, deep oil has been discovered in Cat Creek
will soon 

Pure
and Cut Bank and are multi th
be deep testing on the flanks of Kevin-Stohterat. 
Oil company hag entered the state and Texaco Is ( 
Devonian oil on its Utopia structure.
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There are other indications that the real hunt far oil 
in Montana is about to begin. Now is a good time to IWnk 
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